
Today, supervisory and advisory board members face mayor 

challenges in the economic sector. 

To appoint competent and responsible members is the most 

important lesson from the recent crises. - We need responsible 

acting and critical questioning supervisory boards!

The assumption that the activities of supervisory and advisory 

boards are exhausted by the fact that the ideas of the board of 

management are taken note of in a nodding manner is no longer 

true.

In the past, the supervisory and advisory board was a relatively 

small, cohesive circle of influential corporate leaders, meeting 

two to four times a year. Today, the supervisory board is a bro-

adly composed working body that is close to the company.

The mostly existing autonomy in personal matters concerning 

the operative board of management and the possibility to make 

essential and strategic decisions of the executive board depen-

dent on the approval of the supervisory board/advisory board by 

setting voting rights thus constitutes a direct say. The extensi-

ve information law of the supervisory board not only serves to 

prepare decisions, but often also forces the management to 

critically reconsider its own strategy. In this context, the power of 

the argument in plenary should not be underestimated. Elected 

representatives must play an active role as sparring partners and 

make effective use of the instruments at their disposal. Candida-

tes for advisory boards should therefore be recruited even more 

purposefully! In view of the demanding tasks and the complexity 

of today's corporate world, high professional qualifications are 

absolutely necessary. The supervisory board should reflect the 

complexity and specific situation of each company. We need 

to use the potential for our supervisory boards and advisory 

boards, as we use them in our companies. Diverse competence 

brings new insights and enlivens the discussion.

Lively, intensive and also controversial discussions within the 

supervisory boards and with the management make a lively 

and good corporate governance. We need critical supervisory 

bodies that ask questions and point out risks. Here, a culture 

of conversation that enables openness and invites you to a 

fruitful discourse helps. The more complex our economic life and 

businesses becomes, the more important it is that the manage-

ment has a self-confident, highly qualified sparring partner, highly 

competent and responsible supervision at its side.

Analyze if your company it sufficiently well positioned in this con-

text. Our industrial sector experts are glad to give you support.
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